Introduction of a bounded penalty function in contact-assisted simulations of protein structures to omit false restraints.
Contact-assisted simulations, the contacts being predicted or determined experimentally, have become very important in the determination of the structures of proteins and other biological macromolecules. In this work, the effect of contact-distance restraints on the simulated structures was investigated with the use of multiplexed replica exchange simulations with the coarse-grained UNRES force field. A modified bounded flat-bottom restraint function that does not generate a gradient when a restraint cannot be satisfied was implemented. Calculations were run with (i) a set of four small proteins, with contact restraints derived from experimental structures, and (ii) selected CASP11 and CASP12 targets, with restraints as used at prediction time. The bounded penalty function largely omitted false contacts, which were usually inconsistent. It was found that at least 20% of correct contacts must be present in the restraint set to improve model quality with respect to unrestrained simulations. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.